The Electoral Regulation Research Network (ERRN) invites you to an Evening Seminar and Panel Discussion

**Democratic or Draconian?**
Recent Reforms to Political Funding in NSW

**Speakers:**
Associate Professor Joo-Cheong Tham, University of Melbourne
Professor Anne Twomey, University of Sydney
Mr Mark Lennon, Secretary, Unions NSW
Ms Alison Peters, Director, Council of Social Service of NSW (NCOSS)
Dr Paul Kildea, University of New South Wales (chair)

**When:** Thursday, 3 May 2012, 5.45pm
**Where:** Portside Centre, Symantec House
Level 5, 207 Kent Street, Sydney
**RSVP:** p.kildea@unsw.edu.au by 30 April 2012

If you would like to join the Electoral Regulation Research Network mailing list, please email LAW-ERRN@unimelb.edu.au